Georgie’s Bedroom
Part of the brief for this room was to give as much storage space as possible but it also
has to look good.
We decided to construct some drawer units along with matching shelving to sit below the
TV wall. The shelving will take care of the games consoles and the DVD player whilst 2 x
2 drawer units were made for additional storage. These units were custom made as they
are partly built into the wall, this gave us more space within the room.
Crystal drawer handles enhanced the finished look even further.
The TV wall was pre-constructed in our workshop. This enabled us to make small
finishing touch adjustments on site. It also made the installation of the wall a lot quicker.
Led lighting and AV cables had also been installed into the wall prior to delivery.
As this is a teenagers bedroom we had to incorporate the usual items such as I-pod
dock, Nintendo Wi, Playstation all hooked up to the 46"LCD TV. We also included a direct
link from their laptop to the TV for internet access on the big screen, great for
homework!
The audio visual system also benefits from the Gigabit network, which runs throughout
the property. This enables all music and movie files to be accessed and played
simultaneously on I-pads, PC’s, Laptops and Smart-phones.
Lighting was a big influence in this room as it only had a standard light fitting prior to
the make-over. We decided on LED lighting. Colour changing LED strip lights were
installed within the cabinetry not just to give a great look but also to highlight the
numerous trophies we needed to display. The lighting is controlled via a hand held
remote control.
We wanted to do something special with the bed area? We decided to tie the bed area to
the TV wall by constructing a dressing table, not a normal dressing table though. This
one has been fully wired up and has separate feeds for hairdryer, straightners ,tongs
etc.
Within one of the side panels of the dressing table ,we have made space to house all of
these items which means we have no unsightly wires or appliances lying around. We
have also installed a HDMI point next to the bed to enable her to plug in her laptop
whilst sitting on the bed, again it gets rid of the cables we all hate.
We constructed a canopy to span the width of the bed, this had two purposes. One it
enabled the lighting to be concealed and two was to present the bed and highlight the
headboard we were about to make.
We decided to make our own headboard as this enabled us to choose our own material
and in this case we chose an Ivory Alcantara material with a thick bed of foam and to
finish it off we acquired some Crystal upholstery buttons to match the drawer handles.
They look stunning!
We routered the letters of the girls name out of MDF. These we then painted in Ivory and
mounted to the wall. She loved them!
We then made a chest of drawers to finish off the Bed area.
The existing wardrobes have not escaped our attention. They have benefitted from an
internal makeover. We have constructed custom made shelving that fits inside the
wardrobe and makes better use of the space rather than just hanging clothes.
We have shoe racks,drawer units, box shelving as well as giving double the hanging
space. The door handles were changed to match the Crystal ones on the drawers. As you
can see from the pictures what a transformation.
Needless to say Georgie Loved It!

